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This year, in its 50th anniversary, TESOL 

acknowledged 50 names that had significant 

contributions to the profession within the past 50 

years, and also recognized 30 other names that are 

likely to shape the future of both the association 

and the profession for years to come (Please visit 

http://www.tesol.org/50th/50-leaders). One of 

these 30 leaders of the next generation in research, 

teaching, publishing and leadership was Ali Fuad 

Selvi from our Northern Cyprus Campus 

(http://users.metu.edu.tr/selvi). I was not 

surprised at all with this amazing choice as I have 

known Ali Fuad for about 15 years as a colleague 

and as a friend, but even if you do not know him, one feels really proud of seeing a name from Turkey. 

I’m having 2016’s last Conversation Piece with him on a very current concept: Glocalization- 

Envisioning a better future in ELT. 

  

Deniz Şallı-Çopur: This concept is a very interesting one and I know I can’t find a better guest to talk 

on this topic. We may all have an idea about what glocalization is and it seems it has become a hit 

topic, but let me start with a basic question: How would you define or describe Glocalization? 

 

Ali Fuad Selvi: I think before taking any kind of step in terms of defining it, we should back track, 

rewind the tape a little bit, and go back to, first of all, globalization because without understanding 

what globalization was and what it meant for language teaching, and especially English Language 

Teaching, and without talking about, perhaps its antecedent, it’d be sort of incomplete to talk about 

glocalization. So, I’d like to start with that. It is not a recent construct, it has been around for several 

decades, but one thing we need to remember when it comes to define the term “globalization” is 

probably the intensified flow of “interconnectedness”, sort of border-crossing and implications at 

different levels, depending on the field that you talk about this can be economics, culture, politics and 

in our case, it’s language and language teaching. As a response to unprecedented mobility of ideas, 

people, and communication, our inherent understanding of second language learning, teaching and 

use have been put into question. So, the parts constituting the acronym of “ELT” have been going 

through transformation over the past couple of decades, and as a result, our understanding of what 

“English”, “language” and “teaching” have evolved. It’s also interesting because now when we talk 

about ELT or language studies, in general, we use words such as “destabilization”, “hybridity”, 

“fluidity”, “diversity” or even “superdiversity”.  
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Sandra McKay, back in 2002, said “teaching and learning of any international language must be based 

on entirely different assumptions than any other second or foreign language”, so she basically 

highlights the “international” status of English, and argue that we have to re-think, we have to 

reconceptualise our inherit assumptions about what we know in terms of language instruction, 

language teaching, benchmarks we attach to our students and teachers that we work with as well as 

what constitutes the major aspects of English language teaching enterprise, ranging from teaching 

materials to how we address identity, how we address culture, how we design curriculum so on and 

so forth. And perhaps, this is particularly evident in the notion of ‘authenticity’, when our students 

question “how does this connect to what we experience outside the classroom, what is the 

relevance?”. So, the ongoing tension between what’s happening in the classroom and what’s 

happening outside the classroom needs to be addressed in how we conceptualize ELT. This came into 

foreground with our understanding of what globalization meant and how it basically shattered 

modernistic understanding of second language teaching. All these ideas of nation-state, how nations 

set on only ‘one language’, ‘one culture’, and ‘one homogenous group of people’, where language has 

‘standard’ and ‘clear’ boundaries. But then individuals realized that this is not the case. When you 

teach the language, the students go outside the classroom, and they do not interact only with native 

speakers or use the language in very homogenous, scripted manner like asking for the nearest post 

office in an urban setting with appropriate linguistic norms, conventions, flows and practices. 

 

This sort of understanding, as a result of globalization, questioned our understanding of what we 

mean by transferability, sensitivity, cultural appropriateness and relevance; basically, what it really 

means for local context. In other words, from a practical standpoint, these ideas were wonderful but 

also they stood as important questions for teachers, especially in their individual classrooms such as 

“how does it translate into my everyday practices, everyday realities?” or “what does it mean for me 

as a language teacher?”. For some people, this greater emphasis on ‘local’ and ‘localization’ meant 

simply replacing “Tom” with “Ahmet and “Jane” with “Ayşe”. So, we replaced the names and all of a 

sudden our materials and our approach to language teaching became sensitive to ‘local’. It was 

certainly an extreme position, not sensitive to present-day realities of language uses, users and 

functions across borders. 

 

However, my understanding of “glocalization” is actually living with and addressing the tension of 

“global in the local” and “local in the global” or ‘localization through globalization’. We are having this 

conversation in a tele-collaborative fashion and we are sharing two different localities and also share 

a common one. So, the concept of local is very dynamic that it cannot be simply understood by 

modernistic ideas. My understanding of glocalization is being able to use English as a global language 

but understanding its implications and the way it informed choices.  I think it’s a cause and effect of 

globalization and internationalization, but on the other hand it has a wide variety of impacts on 

individuals at local levels. If we talk about emerging paradigms such as English as an international 

language, English as a Lingua Franca or World Englishes, one thing they have in common is the 

motivation to highlight how an international language is manifested in the local context. 

 

DŞÇ: Once we were trying to reach the global, but now it seems like a U-turn is taken and the global 

is trying to reach and use the local. How do you think it will have an impact on the language teaching 

materials? 

 

AFS: So it’s certainly promising that individuals are making conscious attempts to understand the 

local context and try to adapt, but then sceptical side of me reminds me that such attempts come from 

for-profit major publishers—representing the financial side of the ELT “industry” or “sector”. I guess, 



one cannot be sure whether this has been done to be able to level the playing field or to play the game 

by the rules, whether the understanding is genuine or whether individuals are making extra profits. 

But materials is one thing, we cannot be sure what the teacher will do with the materials, so we have 

to think about the teacher aspect, how individuals are being as the critical consumers of the ELT 

materials and whether they have the initiative, skills, knowledge and abilities to be able to informed 

adaptations in, being “critical consumers” of their materials considering who they are as teachers and 

materials developers and who their students are as well. Going back to glocalization, the idea is to 

envision a pedagogy more sensitive to understanding who you are (as a language user and teacher), 

embracing your subjectivity, but also having a clear understanding of who your students are, their 

backgrounds, their reasons for learning English, their imagined communities, trajectories and 

interactions with the users of English. The answers to all these questions may in fact (in)form your 

pedagogy.  

 

However, it is not easy as it seems, because the answers to these questions are hard to predict, very 

dynamic and ever-changing. One of the challenges of glocalization, it is impossible to predict the 

communities that your language learners will interact with or will become part of. However, one thing 

we can do is to have short-term plans and try to devise our materials around our present-day realities 

and that could be a more realistic understanding. In essence, what we are trying to do is to prepare 

or equip them with social, linguistic and intercultural repertoire, so that they can function as 

competent language users in wide variety of contexts, encounters and intercultural settings. 

Otherwise, you can still be doing your wonderful thing in the classroom but it would be loosely 

connected to your students and their lives beyond the classroom.  

 

It is also challenging because we, teacher educators, and the individuals that we are working with in 

teacher education programs, the teacher candidates, are, in a way, the successful products of the 

paradigm that we are trying to shift and move beyond. In a way, we may all have traces or 

reminiscence of those modernistic, colonialist, imperialistic idea(l)s that we are brought up with as 

language users and teachers. Then the question of self-reflexivity comes into foreground—

opportunities, experiences, practices and encounters, and most importantly, the ability (willingness, 

support and agency) to realize, embrace, reflect upon and transform these areas. It is certainly a 

difficult task for all of us. 

 

DŞÇ: How do you see the impact of glocalization on teacher education and more than that professional 

development?  

 

AFS: I think that’s an important point we are missing. My answer would probably be “important but 

rather slow”, because let’s be honest, not everyone will be on board with this idea. Plus, since teacher 

education is a distributive practice, it’s important to talk about the positionality of teacher educators 

on this matter. Furthermore, in contexts like ours where approaches and practices to teacher 

education are organized in top-down fashion, we also need to consider the positionalities of gate-

keepers or policy makers that are dictating what’s happening in the rest of the teacher education 

‘pyramid’. As individuals serving as intermediary agents between policies and teacher-learners, it is 

important to co-construct a shared understanding of what constitutes diversity and how it informs 

learning, teaching, and using English. So, in a way, we should learn to navigate, circumvent and 

transcend multiple fault lines and tensions impacting us, both personally and professionally. 

 

  

 



DŞÇ: We work in two different campuses of a very prestigious international university, and most 

probably you feel this international aspect much more than I do because here I have maybe 2-3 non-

Turkish students but you have more students coming from different countries. I believe we can clearly 

see diversity more in higher education than in primary or secondary schools in Turkey. What is the 

role of the teachers in higher education? 

 

AFS: I definitely agree with you that our students experience ‘diversity’ later in their educational lives 

especially the tertiary level, but then this is a sort of diversity at a very visible level. You can say it is 

diverse because you can identify easily that a person is a visible minority in the local context, based 

on ethnic, linguistic or cultural grounds. But then, there are different levels of diversity, involving 

different ideological, sociocultural, religious, geographical, sociocultural and other factors. One thing 

that we can do and, in fact, we should be doing is to understand different strata of diversity (or 

‘diversity within diversity’), and first expose ourselves and our students to these ideas.  

 

Let me give a brief example and for this, I’ll rely on English as an international language literature; 

(Cortazzi & Jin, 1999) on the sources for cultural content in the ELT classroom. Traditionally speaking, 

foreign language classrooms have been a site exclusively for “target culture” of the inner circle 

countries [English speaking countries such as UK and USA] where most of the language teaching 

materials come from. However, this model suggests that the cultural content represented in the 

second language classroom should also include “international culture”, meaning that texts, ideas, 

materials from Outer (English as a Second Language countries such as India, Malaysia) and Expanding 

Circle contexts (English as a Foreign Language countries such as Russia, Finland, China, etc.). That’s 

indeed an emancipatory approach to cultural content because it means that your students are using 

English to access to the cultural values, beliefs, attitudes, ideas and artefacts of individuals otherwise 

they would not have any access to. Finally, the cultural content should also come from what they call 

“home culture” which in our case the Turkish culture and other cultural ways of being and becoming 

in Turkey. This is also particularly interesting because a lot of time, our culture socialization actually 

builds upon our first language (assuming that we’re monolingual), and bringing the elements of our 

culture into the classroom. For instance, we all know the concept of Turkish coffee and fortune-

telling/coffee reading, but we probably never questioned the significance of that event and related 

artefacts, probably because that’s part of our acculturation process growing up as individuals in this 

context. However, a text on this event may in fact afford a space to reflect upon those ideas and 

experiences in English. For Kramsch, this creates a “sphere of inter-culturality” or a “third space” in 

which your culture is an amalgamation of different cultures and cultural contact, and your classroom 

is an intersection of different cultures. This model offers a promising look at how different levels of 

diversity in terms of cultural materials can play a role in the language classroom. One thing we can do 

is of course to maximize the opportunity whether this is online, whether this is in person, whether 

this is through the text, whether this is through experiences and so on and so forth.  

 

DŞÇ: Listening to you makes me feel more hopeful about the future actually. 

 

AFS: It is more like oscillating between hope and despair. Part of me is hopeful because it seems like 

there are solid ideas guiding us in taking meaningful steps towards and envisioning a better future 

for language teaching and teacher education. Working with individuals who are interested in making 

positive changes in the world, making a difference in the lives of others is always a constant source of 

hope. On the other hand, there are pressing issues, widespread challenges and constraints that we are 

dealing with on a daily basis. However, change is accumulative, it is gradual, fragmented, discursive, 

re-cursive, and subjective. I was reading Matsuda the other day and she says that the ideas of Kachru 



became a part of mainstream TESOL after 20-30 years. In the end, I think having this conversation 

means that there is still hope. It’s a matter of where we are in and how we contribute to this process 

of change. 

 

DSÇ: Ali Fuad, I’m grateful, thank you for this amazing conversation. 

 

AFS: Thank you very much for this self-reflexive opportunity.  

 


